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ABSTRACT

Communication platforms have struggled to provide effective
tools for people facing harassment online. We conducted interviews with 18 recipients of online harassment to understand
their strategies for coping, finding that they often resorted to
asking friends for help. Inspired by these findings, we explore
the feasibility of friendsourced moderation as a technique for
combating online harassment. We present Squadbox, a tool
to help recipients of email harassment coordinate a “squad”
of friend moderators to shield and support them during attacks. Friend moderators intercept email from strangers and
can reject, organize, and redirect emails, as well as collaborate
on filters. Squadbox is designed to let its users implement
highly customized workflows, as we found in interviews that
harassment and preferences for mitigating it vary widely. We
evaluated Squadbox on five pairs of friends in a field study,
finding that participants could comfortably navigate around
privacy and personalization concerns.
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INTRODUCTION

The internet has made remote communication frictionless,
allowing people to interact from afar with strangers on a variety
of platforms. While these powerful capabilities have in many
ways been positive, they have also empowered bullies and
harassers to target others like never before. According to
recent reports by Data & Society [23] and the Pew Research
Center [8], nearly half of internet users in the United States
have experienced some form of online harassment or abuse.
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Unfortunately, solutions for combating online harassment have
not kept pace. Common technical solutions such as user blocking and word-based filters are blunt tools that cannot cover
many forms of harassment, are labor-intensive for people suffering large-scale attacks, and can be circumvented by determined harassers. Even so, platforms have been criticized for
their slow implementation of said features [16, 35]. Recently,
researchers have built machine learning models to detect harassment [6, 20, 39], but caution that such models should be
used in tandem with human moderators [1], due to the possibility of deception [18] and presence of bias in training data [3].
Indeed, paid human moderators already make up many of the
reporting pipelines for platforms [26], but they still often fail
to understand the nuances of people’s experiences [4] and
make opaque or inconsistent decisions [29, 36].
To devise better solutions, we examined the emergent practices
of harassment recipients and systems designs that would better
support their existing strategies. From a series of interviews
with 18 people who have experienced online harassment, we
learned about the nature of their harassment as well as how
they cope. Interviewees came from a wide array of roles, from
activist to journalist to scientist, and have faced harassment on
a variety of platforms. Without existing effective solutions, we
found that harassment recipients often turn for help to friends,
who they can trust to understand their desires and maintain
their privacy, using techniques such as giving friends password access to rid their inboxes of harassment or forwarding
unopened messages to friends to moderate.
In light of these existing practices, we consider how to design
tools that more effectively facilitate friendsourced moderation
as a technique for combating harassment, a challenge that
requires understanding differing individual requirements and
managing potentially sensitive data. We present Squadbox,
a tool that allows users to coordinate a “squad” of trusted individuals to moderate messages when they are under attack.
Using our tool, the “owner” of the squad can automatically
forward potentially harassing incoming content to Squadbox’s
moderation pipeline. When a message arrives for moderation, a moderator makes an assessment, adding annotations
and rationale as needed. The message is then handled in a
manner according to the owner’s preference, such as having it
delivered with a label, filed away, or discarded.
In the design of Squadbox, we embraced a philosophy that one
of our first interviewees suggested and that later interviewees
reaffirmed: “Everything should be an option”. Perhaps the

